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1. Intermittent explosive disorder . 

2. Pyromania  

3. Kleptomania  

4. Conduct disorder . 

----------------------------------- 

-Pathological gambling –no substance related 

disorder  

-Trichotillomania –OCD   



Impulse control disorder 

 

The  essential feature of impulse –control Disorder the failure to 

resist an impulse ,drives result an act that harmful to the person 

or to others .  ,For most of the disorders , the individual feels an 

increasing sense of tension before committing the act and then 

experiencing pleasure.  



Intermittent explosive disorder  

  

a. Several episode of failure to resist aggressive impulses that 

result in serious assaultive acts .or destructive of property . 

b. The degree of aggressiveness expressed during episode is 

grossly out of proportion to any precipitating  psychosocial 

stresses . 

c. The aggrandize episode are not accounted for by another 

mental disorder (Antisocial ,Borderline. p, psychotic disorder 

,mania ,conduct )  

 



Kleptomania  
 
The essential feature is the recurrent failure to 
resist impulses steal items even though the items 
are not needed for personal use or for theirs 

values.      



Diagnostic criteria of kleptomania  
 
A. Recurrent failure to resist impulses to steal object that are 
not needed for personal use or for their values . 
B. Increasing sense of tension immediately before committing 
the theft .  
C. Pleasure ,gratification or relief at the time of committing 
the theft . 
D. The stealing is not committed to express anger or not 
response to a delusion or hallucination . 
E. The stealing is not better accounted for by conduct 

disorder ,manic episode ,or Antisocial personality disorder        



Pyromania 
 
The essential feature is the presence of multiple episode of 
deliberate fire setting 

Diagnostic criteria    
A: deliberate fire setting on more than one occasion . 
B:tension before the act . 
C: Fascination with, interest in , curiosity about or 
attraction to fire . 
D: Pleasure or relief when setting fire or when 
witness.  
E: The fire setting is not done for gain , as 
expression of sociopolitical ,or criminal activity 
.express anger, or in response to a delusion or 
hallucination  or a result of impairment judgment as 
in dementia , 
F:The fire setting is not bettor accounted for by 
conduct Disorder ,mania Antisocial personality. 



Pathological Gambling 
 
The essential feather  is persistent and recurrent maladaptive gambling behavior , 

Dig.cr :     
A . Persistent and recurrent maladaptive gamble behavior on in dictate by 
five or more of the following ! 
1. Preoccupied with gambling –relive of past gamble ,or think of ways to 

get money with which to gamble . 
2. Need to gamble with increasing amount of money in order to achieve 

the desired excitement . 
3. Has repeat unsuccessful effort to control or stop gamble.  
4. Is restless or irritably when attempt to cut down gamble 
5. Gamble , is away of escaping from problems . 
6. After losing a money often return another day to get even lies to 

family members , therapist. Has committal illegal act on fraud , theft, 
loss single relationships, job ,became if gamble..   

B . The gamble is not a accounted by mania  
    




